ExtrEmE high-visibility protection for cold, wet environments.

Visibility is a top priority in many work environments. It can help avoid injuries and save lives. ActivArmr® 97-011 Cold Weather Hi-Viz gloves are specially designed with an exclusive black double-dipped sandy nitrile coating that contrasts with a high-visibility orange liner in low-light and low-visibility conditions. And they protect the entire hand from the effects of wind, liquid and cold. This best-in-class combination does it all without compromising the dexterity and movement that is essential for getting the job done.

**ADVANTAGES**

- 2-ply acrylic brushed liner keeps hands warm in extreme cold, as well as cut and abrasion protection
- Tested to perform at -4°F/-20°C
- ¾ double-dipped nitrile coating has a sandy finish for excellent wet/oily and dry materials handling, preventing injury from slippage
- Superior all-day comfort reduces hand fatigue
- More breathable than leather, keeping hands dry and comfortable
- Increases worker safety when high visibility is a must, including low-light conditions

Temperature and finger dexterity definitely affects performance and productivity for workers in extreme, cold environments. As temperatures drop, dexterity decreases. These conditions are compounded by the complexity of cold temperatures, which impair reflex time, dexterity, grip and feel. The visibility of ActivArmr 97-011 Cold Weather Hi-Viz gloves, combined with superior protection from the elements and enhanced grip, mean a safer, more productive workforce.

**IDEAL FOR:**

- Cold storage handling
- Handling abrasive, wet or oily materials
- Logging and lumber
- Cargo loading/unloading
- Construction work
- Engineering components
- Maintenance/service

*While these are the most commonly noted tasks, gloves are not limited to them.*
SANDY FINISH DELIVERS SUPERIOR GRIP IN DRY, WET AND EVEN LIGHT/MEDIUM OILY APPLICATIONS

STYLE
97-011

CONSTRUCTION
Acrylic/Polyester
3/4 Dipped Sandy Nitrile Coating

CUFF
Straight Knit Wrist

COATING COLOR
Black Coating on Hi-Viz Orange Liner

SIZES
S (8), M (9), L (10) and XL (11)

PACKAGING
Pair packed, carton of 6 pairs

SYMBOLS
EN RATING
Abrasion Resistance
CUT Resistant

ANSI RATINGS
Abrasion Resistance
Cut Resistance

CAUTION: No glove completely prevents or eliminates the potential for impact, abrasion or cut-related injuries. This glove is not intended or tested to provide protection against powered blades, serrated or other sharp or rotating equipment. Users are encouraged to always use caution and care when handling sharp materials or in potentially dangerous environments, and are responsible for determining the appropriate protective equipment for the user’s particular purpose. Ansell disclaims all warranties other than as expressly provided.
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